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INTRODUCTION 
Any regular element of a commutative ring remains regular modulo every 
annihilator ideal of the ring. In general, this is not the case if the assumption 
of commutativity is dropped. Although certain elements, for example the 
units, stay regular modulo every right or left annihilator ideal, this may not 
be the case for other regular elements. Thus the multiplicatively closed set 
Y(O) of all those regular elements which are well behaved in this sense 
deserves some special attention, its elements are called strolzgly regular. This 
set is particularly interesting for questions concerning quotient rings, for it 
turns out that in a right noetherian ring any regular right Ore set is 
contained in Y(O) (Proposition 1.6). Thus the equality of -i”(O) and g(O), 
the set of regular elements, becomes a necessary condition for the existence 
of a full right quotient ring. For a (left and right) noetherian ring R it turns 
out that Y(O) = n g(P), where P runs through the set of all prime middle 
annihilator ideals (Theorem 2.1). A similar description of G?(O) in terms of 
finitely many affiliated primes obtained by L. Small and J. T. Stafford [8] 
thus makes the comparison of the two sets relatively easy. Although the 
inequality of Y(O) and @Y(O) provides a criterion for ruling out a full right 
quotient ring, equality of the two sets by no means guarantees its existence 
(Example 2.6). 
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Since 9(O) contains every right Ore set R consisting of regular elements, 
it is natural to study its behaviour under localization. It turns out that when 
passing to the right quotient ring R, = Q for a noetherian ring R, then 
w% = q(o), and again FQ(0) is the set of all elements in Q which are 
regular modulo every prime middle annihilator, although is merely a right 
noetherian ring in general (Theorem 3.5) 
We have been unable to determine whether a finite set of strongly regular 
primes exists, that is, a set of prime ideals I )...) P, such that 
.9’(O) = fly==, @(Pi). This question seems to be intimately related to 
problem whether a noetherian ring always has only a finite number of pr 
middle annihilators. Certainly, if this latter assertion holds, then the answer 
to the first question is affirmative. In general, a regular right Ore set can be 
represented as a finite intersection of sets SF(P) for prime ideals P if and only 
if the corresponding right quotient ring is semilocal (Theorem 4.3). In 
particular, if Y(O) is itself right Ore, then a finite set of strongly re 
middle anihilator primes exists if and only if the right quotient ring 
semilocal and has only finitely many maximal middle annihilators whsse 
intersection is the Jacobson radical of Q (Corollary 4.4). Furthermore, in 
this case R itself has only a finite number of maximal middle a~n~~~lat~rs~ 
and they constitute a strongly regular set of primes. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
All rings considered have a unit element and are usually at least right 
noetherian, that is, they satisfy the ascending chain condition for right ideals. 
An ideal A4 is a middle annihilator if there exist ideals A and B with A 
such that M = Mid@, B) = {m E R 1 AmB = 0). 
p(R) = set of all middle annihilators of 
z(R) = set of all prime middle annihilators of 
For a subset 5’ of the ring R, b(S) and e(S) denote the right and left 
annihilator of S, and GYR((s) = P(S) = ‘SF(S) n F’(S), where 
‘G?(S) = {c E R 1 xc E S implies that x E S}, 
F’(S)= {cER IcxESimpliesthatxES]. 
Z&(O) = P(O) = set of units (invertible elements) of R. 
Z(R,) = right singular ideal of R. 
/Ml, = IM( = Krull dimension of the right R-module 
p(M), = p(M) = reduced rank of the right R-module M. 
J(R) = Jacobson radical of the ring R. 
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N(R) = N = nilpotent radical of the ring R. 
Z = ring of integers. 
1. THE SET OF STRONGLY REGULAR ELEMENTS 
In general, one has to distinguish between the set ‘G?(O) of left regular 
elements, the set g’(O) of right regular elements, and their intersection g(O), 
the set of regular elements. This is also the case for the concept of strong 
regularity, although it will be shown in Section 2 that the three notions 
coincide for a noetherian ring. 
DEFINITION. The elements of the sets 
9’(O) = {s E R 1 Tsx = 0 for a two-sided ideal T implies TX = 0}, 
‘9(O) = {s E R / xsT = 0 for a two-sided ideal T implies XT = 0}, 
and 
Y(O) = ‘P(0) f-7 P’(0) 
are called strongly right regular, strongly left regular, and strongly regular, 
respectively. 
Remarks. (1) For an ideal I of R we write 9”(I) (‘y(1), 9’(I)) for 
the set of all elements s in R for which the coset s + I is strongly right 
regular (strongly left regular, strongly regular) in R/I. 
(2) A strongly right regular element is clearly right regular; so 
.-V’(O) G g’(O). Note that a right regular element is always right regular 
modulo any left annihilator ideal. 
(3) In order to establish s E P’(O), it is sufficient to show that 
Tsx = 0 implies TX = 0 for all left annihilator ideals T. For let Ysx = 0, Y 
any ideal. Then Y c L’(Rsx) = T, a left annihilator ideal. As Tsx = 0 implies 
TX = 0, Yx = 0 follows. 
(4) Each of the sets y’(O), ‘P(O), and 9(O) is multiplicatively 
closed. 
(5) If M is a middle annihilator, then 9’(O) c P’(M). For let 
M = Mid@, B), let s E 9’(O), and assume that Tsx E A4 for an ideal T. 
Then ATsxB = 0, hence ATxB = 0, and TX G Mid(A, B) = M follows. 
(6) The set P’(0) is right saturated in the sense that ts E P’(0) 
implies s E P’(O). For let Tsx = 0 for an ideal T. Then Ttsx 5 Tsx = 0, 
hence TX = 0. Similarly, ‘Y(0) is left saturated in the sense that st E ‘P(0) 
implies s E ‘P(O). We do not know whether Y(O) is saturated, meaning 
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that slsZ E P(O) implies that si and s, both belong to P(O), we can only 
say that s1 E ‘Y(0) and s2 E P’(0). For a ~oethe~ia~ ring, however, P’(O) 
will turn out to be saturated. 
(7) Since P’(0) is right saturated, a simple application of Zorns 
Lemma shows that the complement of 9’ ) is the union of all left ideals I. 
which are maximal with respect to L n P’(S) = 0. For a left noetherian 
ring I? a more specialized description of this complement can be obtained 
which generalizes the well-known fact that the set of zero divisors of a 
commutative ring is the union of the prime ideals which are maxi-ma1 
annihilator ideals. For this we introduce the following ~e~nitio~s~ 
DEFINITION. A left ideal L of the ring R is prime if oRb c I, implies that 
aEL0rbEL. 
It is easy to see that a left ideal L of a left noetherian ring R is prime if 
and only if its bound Cd(L) = [(R/L) is the unique associated prime of 
DEFINITION. A left ideal L a left middle annihilator if there exist an ideal 
I and a right ideal A with IA # 0 such that L = 
jxER/IxA=O}. 
It is clear that if L = Mid(I, A) is a left middle annihilator, then & 
a middle annihilator ideal, specifically, &d(L) = Mid(P, 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be left noetherian. The \;i”‘(O) is the union 
of all maximai left middle annihilators of R. Each these is a prime lefl 
ideal, and its bound is a prime middle annih~~at~~. 
Proo$ Clearly, any left middle annihilator belongs to the complement of 
9’(O). Conversely, if x &Y”(O), then TxA = 0 for some ideal T a right 
ideal A with TA # 0. Thus x belongs to the left middle annihilato d(TTAA) 
and hence to a maximal left middle annihilator I. = 
aRb c L, and assume that b 6iG L. Then Rb i-L 3 L e Wb+L is not 
contained in any left middle annihilator. Since T’a 
must have T’aRA’ = 0, whence a E Mid(T’, Al) = Cd(L) E E. 
For any multiplicatively closed set of elements of R its transfer ideal is 
usually an object of some interest. We recall its definition. 
DI~INITION. Let Q be a multiplicatively closed set of elements in the 
The (right) ideal T is a transferring (right9 left) ideal of 
e + L” E Q for all c E 8, t E T. The unique maximal one of these i 
transfer (right, left) ideal T(S2) (z (.Q), TX&I)) of 
It is clear that for a right saturated m~ltiplicatively closed set the 
transfer left ideal is the intersection of all those left ideals L which are 
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maximal with respect to L ~7 D = 0. It follows from Proposition 1.1 that in a 
left noetherian ring R the intersection of all maximal left middle annihilators 
is a transferring left ideal of Y’(O), and its bound, an intersection of prime 
middle annihilators, is contained in T(Y’(0)). Thus, while unable to 
determine whether the transfer ideal of 9’(O) is semiprime, we know at least 
that it contains the nilpotent radical N. In contrast, note that in the example 
of a left noetherian, affine PI-algebra constructed by L. Small and J. T. 
Stafford in Section 3 of [8] the transfer ideal of q(O) does not contain N. 
In general, a ring can have regular elements which are not strongly 
regular, even when R is noetherian, as will be seen in the next section. 
Frequently, however, the two sets coincide, and we proceed to establish this 
for a number of instances. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be a ring with right Krull dimension, let H be a left 
ideal of R, and let K be a right ideal. Then 
(a) IfHcK = Of or a right regular element c, and tf either H or K is a 
two-sided ideal, then HK c Z(R,) and p(HK), = 0. 
(b) If no non-zero ideal contained in Z(R,) has reduced rank zero as 
a right R-module, in particular, if Z(R,) = 0, then G?‘(O) = S??(O) =
Y(O) = Y’(0). 
Proof (a) We may assume that cK G K. This is clear if K is a two- 
sided ideal. If H is a two-sided ideal, then we may replace K by the possibly 
larger right ideal I and have that cK c r(H) 5 I = K. As cK =K, 
cK is essential in K; so for each k E K the right ideal E, = {r E R 1 kr E cK} 
is essential. Since hkE, G hcK = 0 for each h E H, HK 5 Z(R,) follows. 
Furthermore, p(K/cK) = 0, and as K/cK maps onto hK via k + cK -+ hk, 
p(hK) = 0 for each h E H. Since p is additive on short exact sequences, this 
gives p(HK), = 0. 
(b) Note that 5??‘(O) 5 ‘Y(0) f7 Y’(O) by (a). Since Y(0) G Y’(0) E 
g’(O) and Y(0) c G?(O) G V’(0) hold in general, the assertion follows. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If R is a ring with right Krull dimension such that 
IR lR = /A lR for every non-zero right ideal A, then Y’(0) = Y(0) = 
G?(O) = SF’(O). 
Proof Let A be a non-zero ideal contained in Z(R,) with p(A), = 0. 
Since e(N) is an essential right ideal, there exists an element 
0 # a E A n e(N). Let ac = 0 for some element c E g(N). Then 
IRI, = laR I= IR/a(a)l < IR/cR + NI < IR/NI, = IR IRJ 
an obvious contradiction. 
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We list two further consequences of Lemma 1.2, both of which apply in 
particular to the case of a noetherian ring. Note that th 
Y(O) = SF(O) f or a noetherian ring R with Z(R,) f3 Z 
t%RoLhARY 1.4. Let R be a ring with left and right Krull dimension. 
Assume that Z(R,) n ZCp R) contains no non-zero ideal whose reduced rank 
is zero both as a left and right R-module. Then P(O) = V’( 
GQROLLARV 1.5. Let R be a ring with right Krull Dimensions and 
assume that each ideal contained in Z(R,) is ovately generated as a Eeft 
ideal. If Ass(Z(R,)) consists of minimal prime ideals, then 9’(O) = isp( 
s?‘(O) = SF’(O). 
Proox If p(A), = 0 for some non-zero ideal A containe 
(A n t(N)) c = 0 f or some element c E g(N). But then 
prime ideal of Z(R,) would not be minimal. 
The second part of the next result shows that any right Ore set of regular 
elements in a right noetherian ring is contained in Y(0). Thus, in particular, 
if the ring has a full right quotient ring, then Y(O) = q(O). The first part of 
the proposition is just a generalization of the we&known fact that a right 
Ore set in a right noetherian ring is right reversible. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let B be a right Ore set in the right noet~er~a~ rin 
(a) Let K be a right ideal of R, and assume that Tcx s K for some 
ideal T and elements c E R, x E R. Then Txc’ c K for some c’ E Q. 
(b) rf K = {k E R i kc = 0 for some c E 52) denotes the kernel 
canonical homomorphism from R into the localization s1, then Dns 
Proof. (a) Let I, = { y E R 1 TPy E K} for natural numbers iz. ahen 
xEI,, andI,,EI,+, for each n. Since R is right noetherian, In = I, + 1 = .o. 
for some II. Since D is right Ore, there exist elements c’ E andrE SUCb 
that xc’ = c”r. Since Tc”+ ‘r = Tcxc’ c K, r E I, + 1 = I,. Therefore, 
Txc’ = Tc”r G K. 
(b) Let c E J2 and assume that Tcx E for some ideal T. Then 
Txc’ G K for some c’ E a by (a), whence txc’d, 0 for each t E T and some 
d, E J2. Thus TX c K, and c E Y’(K). On the other hand, if XTE 
for each t E T there are elements c, E D and r E such that Ic, = cr. As 
Rcr s T, Rrc’ c T for some c’ E D by (a). Thus PC’ E T, hence 
tc,c’ = crc’ E CT, and therefore xtctc’ E xcT c K. ut then x&,&d = 0 I%JBH 
Q, and as ctc’d E 0, xt E K follows. Thus XT c 
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As an application, we present a slight generalization of Proposition 2.3 of 
[3]. The second part appears as Lemma 2.1 in [ 11 and will be needed in 
Example 2.6. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let B be a right Ore set of the ring R, and let A and 
B be ideals with A f B. 
(a) If R is right noetherian and P = /(B/A) is a prime ideal, then 
JJ c T%?(P) or B/A is right G-torsion. 
(b) If R is noetherian and P = $(B/A) and Q = b(B/A) are prime 
ideals, and ifn E 9(Q), then a c SF(P). 
ProoJ: (a) Since A c {(B/A) = P, and since the canonical image of B is 
right Ore in R/A, we may assume that A = 0. Let K = {r E R 1 rc E P for 
some c E Q}. Then K 2 P, and since a is right Ore, K is an ideal of R. Now 
a c Y(K) by Proposition 1.6(b); so if K = P, then B E Y(P) c g(P). If 
K$ P, then there exists an element k E Kn SF(P) by Goldie’s Theorem. As 
kc E P for some c E .R, it follows that c E P. Thus CB = 0, and it follows 
from Proposition 1.6(a) that for each b E B there exists an element cb E fi 
with bc, = 0. But this means that B is a-torsion as a right R-module. 
(b) If a F& ST(P), then B/A is &?-torsion and hence V(Q)-torsion as a 
right R-module. But since B/A is finitely generated as a left R-module, and 
since 4 (B/A) = Q, this cannot happen 
The multiplicatively closed set generated by two right Ore sets of a ring R 
is again right Ore; so a simple application of Zorn’s Lemma produces a 
unique maximal right Ore set of regular elements in any ring. By 
Proposition 1.6 it is always contained in Y’(O) if R is right noetherian, but it 
need not be equal to Y(0). In [7], L. Small gives an example of a noetherian 
ring which has a full right quotient ring but does not have a full left quotient 
ring. In this example Y(O) = g(O) is the maximal right Ore set of regular 
elements, but the unique maximal regular left Ore set is strictly smaller. 
2. 9(O) IN NOETHERIAN RINGS 
In [8], L. Small and J. T. Stafford showed that a noetherian ring has a 
uniquely determined finite family of prime ideals P,, P, ,..., P,, called a 
regular set of primes, such that a(O) = ny= r GT(PJ. These primes are 
affiliated primes of the ring; so they are in particular middle annihilators. It 
has been pointed out in Section 1 that Y’(0) is contained in F’(P) = G??(P) 
for any prime middle annihilator P of the noetherian ring R, and we proceed 
to show that Y’(O) is precisely the set of all elements in R which are regular 
modulo each prime middle annihilator. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then P’(O) = 
n MEFL(R) ww = nPEncRj w). 
ProoJ From the remarks following the definition of Y’(O) in Section i 
it is clear that we only have to show that the last set is contained in the first 
one. Let s be regular modulo each prime middle annihilator, let T be an 
ideal, and set I?= R/r(T). Let P= P/b(T) be a prime middle annihilator in -__ 
4 APB =O, AZ&(T), B=,a(T), TABfQ. n TAPB= 0, hence 
c Mid(TA, B). If TAxB = 0, then .?E Mid =F and xEB; so 
P= Mid(TA, B). Thus s E q(P) and SE G?(F)* In particular, S is therefore 
ar modulo each left affiliated prime of R, and it follows from 
osition 1.1 in [lo] that FE G?‘(n), and hence that s E G?‘(h(T))- Thus s 
is right regular modulo every right annihilator ideal of R, that is, s E Y’(O). 
The last set in the statement of Theorem 2.1 is symmetric; so we have the 
following obvious corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then 
(a) Y(O) = Y’(0) = ‘Y(O). 
(b) Y(O) is saturated, that is, stE Y(O) inaplies that s E Y(0) and 
that t E 9’(O). 
We have not been able to determine whether a finite collection of prime 
middle annihilators P,, P, ,..., P, exists such that Y(O) = nF==, g(Pi). 
Following the terminology of [S], we call an irredundant set of this kind a 
strongly regular set of prime middle annihilators. In fact, it is not known 
whether any finite set of strongly regular primes exists, and even if it 
is not clear whether it has to consist of prime middle annihilators. It only 
follows from Proposition 2.4 of [ 101 that any prime middle a~~~.bilator must 
be containted in one of the primes appearing in such a finite strongly regular 
set of primes. Using the proof of Proposition 2.6 of [g], it can be shown that 
if a finite strongly regular set of primes exists, then it is uniquely determined. 
For many classes of noetherian rings a finite strongly regular set of prime 
middle annihilators does indeed exist. This is, trivially, the case when 
Y(O) = G?(O), or when R has only finitely many prime middle annihiiators. 
The second situation occurs, for example, when R ailROp satisfies the 
ascending chain condition [g, Theorem 6.51, and includes factor 
enveloping algebras of finite-dimensional Lie algebras, group 
polycyclic-by-finite groups, and rings which are finitely generated 
over their noetherian centres. Another class of rings with only a finite 
number of prime middle annihilators are those rings n which the zero 
ideal is a finite intersection of ideals Bi such that i has an artinian 
quotient ring. This class includes, for example, ail FEW-rings and hence ah 
noetherian PI-rings. 
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If R has a finite strongly regular set of prime middle annihilators, then R 
has only finitely many maximal middle annihilators. This follows easily from 
Propositon 2.4 of [lo], which asserts that in a noetherian ring any right ideal 
which contains an element of %Y(Pi) for each prime ideal in a finite collection 
p, 3 p, Y--T P, contains an element of n r= i GY(PJ. For the case of a ring with 
Krull dimension one a little more can be said, indicating a close relationship 
between the existence of a finite set of strongly regular primes and the 
finiteness of the set of prime middle annihilators of the ring. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a noetherian ring with IR IR = 1. Then 
9(o) = f)f=‘=1 g(pi> f or P rime ideals Pi if and only if R has only finitely 
many prime middle annihilators. 
ProojI In one direction this is trivial. For the other direction, observe 
that any prime middle annihilator P with 1 R/P 1 > 0 is a minimal prime, and 
that any prime middle annihilator P with an artinian factor ring R/P must be 
equal to one of the primes Pi by Proposition 2.4 of [lo]. 
In [8], L. Small and J. T. Stafford showed that the intersection of the 
finitely many regular primes of the noetherian ring R is the transfer ideal of 
G?(O). This result carries over to the case of a finite strongly regular set of 
primes. In fact, the following more general statement holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Q be a multiplicatively closed subset of the right 
noetherian ring R. Assume that B = nf=, GY(Pi) for prime ideals Pi and that 
this intersection is irredundant. Then 
(a) T(Q) = npEI Pi. 
(b) W-=9 = T,(Q). 
ProoJ (a) Although this can be proved like Proposition 4.2 of [8], we 
give a different proof, based on the fact that B is saturated due to the 
representation in the hypothesis. Clearly, ny==, Pi E T(Q). For the reverse 
inclusion let 1 < k < n, and let d be an element which is regular modulo each 
Pi, i # k, but is not regular modulo P,. Then d &Q; so d E A for some right 
ideal A, maximal with respect to A n 0 = 0. For each i # k the right ideal 
A + Pi/Pi is essential in R/P,, but A + Pk/Pk is not essential in R/P,, for 
otherwise A would contain an element of Q by Proposition 2.4 of [lo]. Thus 
(A + Pk) f7 X = P, for some right ideal X 3 P,, whence X . &d(A) c P,, and 
therefore &d(A) G P,. As T(D) c T (Q) s A, T(a) E P, follows. 
(b) This is proved exactly like Theorem 4.4 of [S]. 
It is clear from Theorem 2.1 that 9(O) f @Y(O) whenever there is a prime 
middle annihilator which contains a regular element. In order to illustrate 
this and some other points, we study an example due to Small and Stafford 
[8, Example 6.81. 
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EXAMPLE 2.5. Let 
Then I, .I, and K are ideals of T, I2 = J, I3 = ~Tc K. Let N be the IF 
bimodule N, jK, where 
and K, = 
The ring R to be considered is the split extension of T by N> that is, 
= r@ N as a T-bimodule, where the multiplication is defined according to 
the rule 
(t @ n)(t’ @ n’) = tt’ @ (m’ $ ia + ml’). 
Then N is the nilpotent radical, N3 = 0, and N2 = A is the artinian radical, 
the sum of all artinian right or left ideals of R. Furthermore, N is the unique 
minimal prime ideal, R/N N T, so R is a noetherian PI-algebra with Krull 
dimension 1. The ideals Pi = P/ 0 N, i = 1, 2, 3, are maximal ideals, where 
P; = 
The series R IN 3 A I 0 is the unique left and right affiliated series of 
with left affiliated primes N = ((R/N) = t ), P, = t(A), and rig’ 
affiliated primes N = *(R/N) = h(N/A), Since NP,N= 
P, = Mid(N, N); so P,) P,, and P, are ma iddle an~ibilato~s. Paote 
that P, contains the regular element 
which is therefore not strongly regular. The element s = 3 . 1, is regular an 
central; so it is strongly regular, but it is not a unit. Thus 
2’(Q) $ ~(0) f g1(0)* 
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Clearly, G?(O)= $Z?(N)n %7(Pr)nGY(P,), and we claim that Y(O) = 
g(O) n g(P2) by showing that N, P, , P,, and P, are the only prime middle 
annihilators of R. For this let M= Mid(C, 0) be a maximal middle 
annihilator, M # P, , P,. By Proposition 2.4 of [lo], M contains an element 
which is regular modulo each of the ideals N, P,, and P,, and since these 
constitute the regular set of primes, M contains a regular element. Since 
CMD = 0 and M & N, it follows that C s N or D 5 N. Assume that D c N. 
Since R/M is artinian, the bimodule D + b(C)/*(C) is left artinian and hence 
right artinian (see [4]). Thus CD is artinian, and since A is a simple right R- 
module (in fact, A has only two elements), CD =A follows. Assume that 
D =A. Since M contains a regular element, MD = MA = A = D, hence 
CD = CMD = 0, a contradiction. Thus A f D, and D/A is a nonzero 
subbimodule of the factor N/A of the unique left affiliated series of R, so that 
CC {(D/A) = N. Similarly C G N implies D c N as well. Thus 
M = Mid(C, D) 2 Mid(N, N) = P,, and hence M = P,, since P, is a maximal 
middle annihilator. 
Thus while Y(O) = Q?(N) n g(P1) n G?‘(P2) n GY(P,), the first set in this 
intersection turns out to be superfluous. To see this, set D = P, n P, n P,, 
and observe that SF(D) = 1 + D, as R/D is the direct sum of three copies of 
the field Z/(2). An element s = t @ IZ, t E T, IZ E N, of R belongs to 1 + D if 
and only if the entries on the main diagonal oft are all odd. Since the entries 
above the main diagonal of any element in T are even, this means that det(t) 
is an odd integer; so det(t) # 0. On the other hand, it is easy to check that 
s E g(N) if and only if det(t)# 0. Thus 1 + D = SF(D) cg(N), and 
Y(0) = fF(Pl) n ~(PJ n @(P3). 
Since Y(0) f %7(O), the set of regular elements of R is neither left nor 
right Ore. We conclude the discussion of the example by showing that Y(O) 
is both left and right Ore. Since Y(O) = 1 + D, this will follow from 
Theorem 1.1 in [9] if we can show that the ideal D has the right (left) 
Artir-Rees property. For this, note that 2R c D3 c 2R + N. Let M be a 
fintely generated right R-module, and let M, be an essential submodule of M 
with M,D = 0. The map 4: m -+ 2m for m E M is an R-endomorphism of M, 
and since M is noetherian, #k(M) n ker(#k) = 0 for some natural number k. 
Since @4,) = M,(2R) E MOD3 = 0, M. c kerQjk); so M(2R)k = #k(M) = 0 
as M,, is essential. Now N3 = 0, hence MD3(k+ 3, 5 M(2R + N)k+ 3 = 0, and 
this implies that D has the right Artin-Rees property. It is easy to see that 
. . the quotient rmg R,(,, is the ring which originates from R by replacing the 
ring H in the definition of T by the local ring L (2j. 
Next, we present an instance of a noetherian ring in which Y(0) = %7(O), 
yet the maximal left, right, and two-sided Ore sets of regular elements are all 
strictly smaller. We would like to thank K. A. Brown for communicating this 
example to us. 
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the 3-dimensional solv 
g = (X1,X2, YI [X1,X,] =o, [Y,XJ =:xi,i= 1,2) 
over the field @ of complex numbers. Let I be the ideal f U(g) generated by 
XT 9 Xi, X,X, = X,X,, and X, Y, and set 49 = U(g)/L enote the images of 
Xi, X,, and Y in R by xi, x2, and y, respectively. Then N= x1 is 
the nilpotent radical of R, and it is the unique minimal prime ideal of R. 
Since R/N- C [y], R is a noetherian PI-ring with Krull dimension 1. The 
maximal ideals of R are the ideals 44, = xlR + x,R + (y - a)R, a E 6. 
Note that M, = L’(x,) = t(x,R) = [(Rx,) and that M, = or = 
h(RxJ = *(x,R); so M, and M, are maximal middle a~~ihilaio~s, and we 
proceed to show that these two ideals are the onBy maximal middie 
annihilators of R. To see this, let = 36, p(y) + yx2 + r(y) and 
b = x, q(y) -t 6x, + s(y) be elements of with P(YX d.vB, .~YI, 
s(y) E C [ y], and y, 6 E C. Assume that ab # 0, ye a(y -a) b = 0 fQS 
a f 0, I. Since r( y)( y - a) s(y) = 0, r(y) = 0 or s(y) 9 but these elements 
cannot both be zero, as this would imply that ab = 0. Assume that s(y) = 0 
and r(y) # 0. Since 
O=a(y-a)b=x,r(y+ l)q(y)(y-a+ 1) 
-i- 6(1 -a)x,r(y+ 1): 
it follows that ~(y + 1) q(y)(y -a + 1) = 0, and hence that q(y) = 0. 
then 6 f 0, since otherwise b = 0. Thus (1 - a) 3c2 r(y + 1) = 0, and si 
a# I, r(y)x,=x,r(y+ l)=O this imphes 
ab = (xi p(y) + yxyx2 $ r(y))(&,) = 0, a contradiction. Similarly, using a f 0, 
a contradiction is obtained for the case when r(y) = 0 and s(y) f 0. 
It follows that N, M,, and M, are the only prime middle annihilators in 
so Theorem 2.1 shows that 9(O) = g(N) fl G?(M,) n F(M,). lt 
seen that Rx, = x2R is the artinian radical of R and that 67 2 Nz 
both a left and right affiliated series for R with left affiliated primes N and 
M, , and right affiliated primes N and MO. Thus, Corollary 2.4 of [8] yields 
~(O)=~(N)n~(M,)n~(M,)=~(O). 
Next, note that, triviahy, 4(x, R/x,M,) = M, = t x,/Maxi), and that 
M rr+l =~(x,R/x,M,) and M,-, = ~(RxI/ikf~x,~. If .Z,, Et, and .Z 
the maximal right, left, and two-sided Ore sets of regular elements in 
each of these sets is contained in P(O)z %?(M,) by Proposition E,6. It 
follows from Proposition 1.7(b) that &C P(M,), and then by an easy 
induction based on this proposition that Z, E (-)c!, V(MJ S~~i~a~I~~ 
Z, 5 (-I FzO F(M-,) and Z: 5 n nE z O(M,). In fact, it follows from the work 
of M. A. Brown (Theorem 5.3 of [l]) that the given intersections are actually 
equal to C,, E,, and Z, respectively. But neither of these sets is equal to 
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Y(O) = G?(O). For example, y + 1 is regular and belongs to M-i, hence 
y + 1 62 2Yt. Similarly, y - 2 is a regular element in Mz ; so it cannot belong 
toiT*. 
3. THE BEHAVIOUR OF SUNDER LOCALIZATION 
Since the elements of a regular right Ore set J2 in a right noetherian ring R 
are all strongly regular, it is natural to ask what happens to Y(O) as one 
passes to the right quotient ring Q = R a, obtained by inverting the elements 
of the set 0. It is well known that Q is right noetherian. Most of the 
assertions in the next three lemmas are more or less standard results and can 
be found in various places in the literature. In order to make this note self- 
contained, (partial) proofs are included. 
LEMMA 3.1 [5, Theorem 51. Let R be a right noetherian ring, and 1etQ 
be a regular right Ore set with right quotient ring Q = R, . If I is a two-sided 
ideal of R, then IQ is a two-sided ideal of Q. 
ProoJ Let c E J2, i E I. The ascending chain IQ E c- ‘IQ E c-“IQ _C a.. 
of right ideals of Q becomes stationary, and this implies that c-‘IQ = IQ. 
This shows that 1Q is also a left ideal in Q. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let D be a regular right Ore set in the ring R, and let 
Q = R, be the resulting right quotient ring. Then 
(a) f2G 'SF(A)f or a right ideal A of R if and only if AQ f? R = A. 
(b) The mappings A -+ AQ and A* --, A* nR provide an order- 
preserving one-to-one correspondence between the right ideals of Q and the 
right ideals A of R for which fi c V(A). 
(c) The maximal right ideals of Q correspond to the right ideals of R 
which are maximal with respect to missing D. 
ProoJ: (a) and (b) are clear. For (c), note that for a maximal right ideal 
A* of Q, A * n R obviously misses J2 and is maximal with respect to this 
property. Conversely, let A be maximal with respect to A n f2 = 0. If xc E A 
for c E Q, x &A, then A + XR contains an element d = a + xr E D. By the 
right Ore condition, rc’ = cr’ with c’ E 0, r’ E R. It follows that 
dc’ = ac’ + xcr’ E A f? 0, a contradiction. Thus a E ‘F(A), whence 
A = AQ n R, and AQ is a maximal right ideal of Q. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a right noetherian ring, and let B be a regular 
right Ore set with resulting right quotient ring Q = R, . The maps M-, MQ 
and M* --f M* n R provide 
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(a) A one-to-one correspondence between the ideals of and the 
idea Is of R with f2 E: 527((M), which preserves the properties of being a 
prime ideal or being a maximal ideal in the respective set. 
(b) A one-to-one correspondence between (prime, rn~x~rna~) rn~d~~e 
~n~~h~lators of R and (prime, maximal) middle ~~~i~i~a~~~~ of Q. 
ProoJ (a) This is clear in view of the preceding two lemmas. Note that 
in a ring with ascending chain condition for right annihilators a left regular 
also right regular; so .CI s GF(lbrl) is equivalent to 
(b) We only have to show that middle annihilators of 
middle armihilators of Q. Let M = Mid(A, B) be a middle a 
and let x = me-’ E Mn R with c E G. By Proposition 1.5 t 
strongly regular and hence regular modulo any middle an 
M implies that x EM, and we have that M 
id(AQ, BQ) = M*, and since M* n R G Mid(A 
Conversely, let M* = Mid(A*, B*) be a middle a~nibi~ator in 
(A*nR>(B*nR)#OandM*nRSMid(A*n 
B*=(A*nR)QMQ(B*nR)Q=(A* 
GM*, and hence M=M*nR. 
the next result recall that 5F(&f> = GF’(iV) for a semiprime ideal 
a right noetherian ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a right noetheria 
right Ore set with resulting right quotient ring 
semiprime ideal of R with a c 5Y(kf). Then G?(M) f 
@(iv>* = {xc-” 1 x E I, c E a} = %$(MQ,* 
cy, EM. But c, En 
This shows that XC-’ E g&&IQ), and since 
right noetherian ring Q, it follo 
If x E %7((M), then x = (xc) 
this shows that x E sY(M)~ G %$IJQ); 
~o~versely~ if c E ga@YQ> 
hence that r E MQ n R = M. Thus 
481/91/Z-10 
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noetherian. Thus one cannot apply Theorem 2.1 to the set of strongly regular 
elements of Q in order to get that they are precisely those elements which are 
regular modulo every prime middle annihilator of Q. Nevertheless, this 
remains true, and it forms part of the following result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let f2 be a regular right 
Ore set with resulting right quotient ring Q = R,. Then 
(a) .9$(0)=9(O),= {se-‘IsEY(O),cEB}. 
(b) Y(O)=.$o(O)nR. 
cc> %(O> = nM*En(Q) @xM”). 
Prooj (a) Let SC-’ E 9(O), and assume that xd-‘sc-‘IQ = 0. By the 
right Ore condition, sd, = ds, with d, E R E Y(O), and since Y(0) is 
saturated, s1 E Y(0). Now I E c-‘I and I c d;’ I because I is an ideal of R, 
hence 
and XI = 0 follows. But then xd-‘IQ G xQIQ = xIQ = 0. Thus 
SC-’ E ‘Y*(O). Since Q need not be noetherian, we cannot apply 
Corollary 2.2 to conclude that SC-’ E 9$(O), but we can show directly that 
SC-~ E P;(O) as well. For this, assume that IQsc-‘xd-’ = 0, and let 
cx, = xc, with ci E R. Then IQsx, c;’ = IQsc-lx = 0, hence Isx, = 0, and 
Ix, = 0 follows. Thus Ixc, = 0, whence Ix = 0 as ci is regular. Let now 
e E k& and let ex2 = xc,, c2 E 52. Then Iex, = Ixc, = 0, and hence Ix, = 0 
since e E a G P(O). It follows that Ice-‘x = Ix, c;’ = 0, and since this holds 
for any e E R, we have that IQx= 0 and hence that IQxd-’ = 0; so 
SC-’ E Yb(O). Thus -i”(O), G Ye(O) has been established. For the reverse 
inclusion, let sc-’ E Ye(O), c E fin, and assume that xsI = 0 for an ideal I of 
R. Then xsc- ‘IQ G xsQIQ 5 xsIQ = 0, hence xIsxIQ=O, and 
s E ‘.9(O) = Y(O) follows. Thus SC-~ E Y(O), , 
(b) Since ~2 E Y(O), scE -i”(O) for any s E Y(O), c E a. Thus 
s = (SC) c-’ E Y(O), = YQ(0), h ence 9(O) s Yo(O)nR. On the other 
hand, if s = tc-’ E Pa(O) f7 R, then s E P(O), ; so SC = t E Y(0) may be 
assumed. Since Y(O) is saturated, s E (0) follows. 
(c) Every strongly regular element of the right quotient ring Q is 
regular modulo every prime middle annihilator of Q. For the converse, note 
that by Lemma 3.3(b) any prime middle annihilator M* of Q is of the form 
MQ for a prime middle annihilator M of R. Let now xc-l, c e 0, be an 
element of Q which is regular modulo every prime middle annihilator M* of 
Q. Then xc-l E 5Z?(M)c for every prime middle annihilator M of R by 
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Proposition 3.4. Since c E D E P(O) E G?(M) E g(A& 9 x E g(M), . G f? 
RE59(M),nR =siY(M) f or every prime middle annihilator M of R, whence 
x E Y(O) by Theorem 2.1. Thus xc-’ E -i”(O), = 3$(Q). 
4. STRUCTURE OF RIGHT QUOTIENT 
In [IO]? .I. T. Stafford has shown that if the noetherian ring R has a full 
right quotient ring Q, that is, if %7(O) is right Ore, then Q is se~~Zo~Q~ in the 
sense that Q/J(Q) is semisimple artinian. This is really a consequence of the 
existence of a finite regular set of primes. In fact, B. I. Mueller IS] has 
shown that for any right Ore set 9 of the form Q = ny==, 5F(Ppi) with prime 
ideals Pi in a right noetherian ring R the resulting right quotient ring 
semilocal. It turns out that Q = R, is semilocal only if $2 allows this special 
representation. It is, of course, necessary to restrict the discussion to 
saturated right Ore sets. But this is a natural assumption and does not 
present a significant loss of generality, for we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a right noetherian r’ 
regular right Ore set with resulting right quotient ring 
(a) 8*={uER/uvEQ 
saturated regular right Ore set containing Q. 
(b) R, = R,,. 
cc> sz, $ R,, for any regular right Ore set .f2’ $2 
BrooJ: (a) Let u=rc-‘EFPo(O)nR,, rcplsd-’ =sd-lrc-l =l, w  
c and d are elements of a. Then SC, = cs, for some c1 E fi by the right 
condition, hence ucs, = USC, = dc, E .R, and it follows that u E 
Conversely, let u E a*, and let uv = c E a for some v E R. As uv is a unit 
in Q, u is one as well; so u E %c(O) n R. Clearly, sZ* = %!c f7 R 
multiplicatively closed and consists of regular elements. If u E a * and r E 
then uv 65 B for some v E R, and by the right Ore condition for .C! it 
that uvr’ = rc for some c E R. Since clearly .C2 5 92*, .f2* is thus right 
u and v are elements of R with uv E a * = &‘c(Q) n R, then both u a 
units in Q, that is, they belong to PQ(0)n *; so + is saturated. 
Finally, let .0’ be any saturated regular right et whi contains R. If 
u E 52*, then uv E R c Q’ for some v E R. Thus u (and v) belongs to 8’: 
(b) Obviously, R, c_ R,, . If u E s2*, then uv = c E 
Thus uv and hence u are units in R *, but this means that W 
(c) Let c’ E 52’, c’ 62 a*. If c’-l existed in 
c r-1 = rc-” for some rER, cEQ. Thus c’r=cE 
contradiction, Thus R QI q R, . 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a right noetherian ring, and let f2 be a saturated 
regular right Ore set with resulting right quotient ring Q = R,. Then 
(a) T(G) = Z (0) = J(Q) n R ; so the transfer ideal of G! is semiprime. 
(b) 0 E GF(T(J2)). 
ProoJ: (a) The remarks following the proof of Proposition 1.1 show 
that T,(G) is the intersection of all right ideals A of R which are maximal 
with respect to A n n = 0. By Lemma 3.2 these right ideals are precisely 
those of the form A * n R, where A * is a maximal right ideal of Q. 
(b) Let c E D G p&O) c Fc(J(Q)), and assume that cx E T(O) = 
J(Q) n R. Then x E J(Q) n R = T(f2), so that c E B’(T(J2)). Since T(Q) is a 
semiprime ideal of the right noetherian ring R, c E SF(T(.C2)) follows. 
It is well known (cf. Lemma 6.29 of [2]) that if g(O) is right Ore in the 
noetherian ring R, then the right full quotient ring is semilocal if and only if 
g(O) is the set of all elements which are regular modulo the transfer ideal 
T@(O)). This fact remains true for saturated regular right Ore sets in a right 
noetherian ring and forms part of the following theorem. The implications 
(a)-+ (b) -+ (c) were obained by B. J. Mueller [6, Lemma 31. Parts of the 
result can also be viewed as a generalization of Theorem 5.3 and its 
Corollary 5.4 in [8]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a right noetherian ring, and let f2 be a 
saturated, regular right Ore set with resulting right quotient ring Q = R,. 
Then 
(1) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) B = 0 G?(Pi) for a finite set of prime ideals Pi. 
(b) There are only Jinitely many ideals M, , M, ,..., M, which are 
maximal with respect to missing J2, and D = nJEI SF(Mj). 
(c) Q is semilocal. 
(d) s2 = SF(T(f2)). 
(2) If Q is semilocal and contains a non-zero artinian right ideal, then 
one of the ideals Mj is a maximal middle annihilator in R. 
(3) If Q is semilocal and R has left Krull dimension, and if one of the 
ideals Mj is a maximal middle annihilator in R, then Q contains a non-zero 
artinian right ideal. 
Proox (1) (a) + (b). Any ideal which is maximal with respect to 
missing S must be one of the primes Pi by Proposition 2.4 of [lo]. Thus 
there are only finitely many such maximal ideals MI,..., M,,. Let 
c E flyZ1 B(M,), and assume that c 6Z 52. Since a is saturated, CR c A for 
some right ideal A which is maximal with respect to A f7 B = 0. Then 
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A f? F(P) = IZI for at least one non-maximal member from among the 
primes Pi, for otherwise A would contain an element of 
of [lo]. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that Q/pQ is not artini 
maximal right ideal of Q by Lemma 3.2, the right ideal 
essential in Q/PQ; so there exists an element xd-’ E A 
regular modulo PQ. But then x E AQ fl pQ(PQ) ~3 
Proposition 3.4, and this contradiction shows that indeed 
(b) + (c). Each of the ideals Mj is maximal among prime ideals 
satisfying B G G?(M), again this is a consequence of Proposition 2.4 
Thus each lMjQ is a maximal ideal of ,Q by Lemma 3.3. Assume that 
is not artinian for some j, and let A 1 MjQ be a maximal right ide 
Then A/MjQ is essential in Q/MjQ, and since A + 
follows that A f? Fo(M,Q) # 0 for all k = I,..., n. By Pr 
A thus contains an element which is regular mod&o each MkQ, but then it 
f~ollows from Proposition 3.4 that A nR contains an element which is 
regular modulo each Mk, k = l,..., n, that is, an element of 
contradiction shows that Q/MjQ is simple artinian for each j. F 
follows from Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 2.4 that 
so that is semilocal. 
(c) + (d). We have that 
~2 = 24$(O) n R = %$(J(Q)) n R = SgQ(T(a) Q) n 
where the first equality follows from Proposition 4.1, the second from the 
fact that Q is semilocal, the third from Lemma 4.2, and the last from 
Proposition 3.4. 
(d)+ (a). This is clear because T(Q) is semiprime 
(2) If the semilocal ring Q has an artinian right 
artinian for some associated prime ideal M of Qe. Thus M equals one of the 
ideals MjQ which is therefore a maximal midd annihilator in Q. But then 
Mj is a maximal middle annihilator in R by Le 
(3) If one of the ideals Mj is a maximal 
s a maximal middle annihilator 
9 B), B +2 #&A), MZ r,(A) wit 
of ~2 remain regular modulo ze SO i2={~+~&4)n 
is a regular right Ore set in /a&A) n& and it is 
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easy to check that Q/+4) N Rrr via the map rc-’ + a&4)-1 
(r + kc(A) n R)(c + *c(A) f7 R)-‘. Furthermore, any non-zero artinian right 
ideal of Q/at(A) maps homomorphically to a non-zero artinian right ideal of 
Q, so that MB = 0 may be assumed. As Q/M is simple artinian, B is thus 
completely reducible as a left Q-module. Note that L 17 R f 0 for any non- 
zero left ideal L of Q. Since R has left Krull dimension, R(B n R) has finite 
uniform dimension; so oB cannot contain an infinite direct sum of non-zero 
left ideals and must therefore have finite length. Now Q is right noetherian; 
so Lenagan’s result [4] implies that B has finite length as a right Q-module 
as well. 
Part(3) of the preceding result applies in particular when R is a noetherian 
ring. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R be a noetherian ring, and assume that Y(O) is 
right Ore. Then a Jinite strongly regular set of prime middle annihilators 
exists if and only if the right quotient ring R 9C,,j is semilocal and has only 
finitely many maximal middle annihilators whose intersection is J(R YC0j). 
Proox Since R is noetherian, 9’(O) is saturated by Corollary 2.2. By 
Proposition 2.4 of [lo], any ideal which is maximal with respect to missing 
9(O) must be one of the finitely many strongly regular prime middle 
annihilators and must therefore be a maximal middle annihilator. Since any 
maximal middle annihilator misses Y(O), it must consequently be maximal 
with respect to this property. The result now follows from Theorem 4.3. Note 
that in this situation R has only finitely many maximal middle annihilators 
whose intersection is the transfer ideal of Y’(0). 
In a commutative noetherian ring any regular element is strongly regular, 
and any middle annihilator is an annihilator ideal. Thus, Corollary 4.4 is a 
generalization of the well-known fact that a commutative noetherian ring is 
equal to its own full quotient ring if and only if it is semilocal and its 
Jacobson radical is an annihilator ideal. 
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